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very few moral philosophers have written on climate change.1 this is puzzling, for several reasons. first, many
politicians and policy makers claim that climate change is not only the most serious environmental problem
currently facing the world, but also one of the most important international problems per se.2 second, many of
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of civilization. by cecil balfour phipson. london: swan sonnenschein & co. pp. xv, 5i2. the author of this book
exhibits some ingenuity in his argu- ment and a freshness of treatment which is largely attributable to a
misunderstanding or ignorance of the work of his predeces- sors. nothing would be gained from describing the
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oektury english agnosticism by tiavid w. doc'.ri:rill a thesis submitted for the ... 232 international journal of
ethics. - journals.uchicago - 232 international journal of ethics. at least a certain opposition to individualism;
and, if it is admitted that the higher socialism must include the higher individualism, the use of terms naturally
understood as implying an opposition seems confusing. on the whole, the net result of mr. ball's contention seems
to be that " educated socialism" has ceased to be socialism. the " evolution of ... cambridge library collection beck-shop - sir leslie stephen (18321904) was founding editor of the dictionary of ... (dnb). also a writer
on philosophy, ethics, and literature, he was educated at eton, kingÃ¢Â€Â™s college, london, and trinity hall,
cambridge, where he remained as a fellow and a tutor for a number of years. though a sickly child, he later
became a keen and successful mountaineer, taking part in first ascents of nine ... it ethics handbook : right and
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english author and critic. the first serious critic of the novel, he was also editor of the great dictionary of national
biography from its beginning in 1882 until 1891. in 1859 he was ordained a minister. as a tutor at cambridge his
philosophical readings led him to ... caroline sumpter, Ã¢Â€Âœon suffering and sympathy: jude the ... caroline sumpter, Ã¢Â€Âœon suffering and sympathy: jude the obscure, evolution, and ethics.Ã¢Â€Â• victorian
studies 53.4 (2011): 665-687 generations of literature and science scholars have recognised thomas hardy as a
crucial intersection between darwinian evolution and victorian fiction. much of their attention has focused on the
puzzling discrepancy between the bleak darwinian pessimism of hardy ... international journal of information
ethics vol. 2 (11/2004) - library and information science), i worked with professor stephen almagno, o.f.m., to
develop a course on information ethics, beginning with the sis deanÃ¢Â€Â™s forum on information ethics. on
january 26, 1989, the school hosted its first lecture. presented by the reverend robert drinan, s.j. professor of law
and faculty advisor to the georgetown journal of legal ethics and former u.s ...
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